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Recently I spend a night in the sp. w. observing the spiritual realm around Hyung Jin and that around 

True Mother. The difference was from Hell to Heaven. Read the whole experience; MY DREAM WITH 

MOTHER AND HYUNG JIN. It is so revealing. 

 

What is the essence of the Sanctuary Church? What is their identity? Accusing, spreading rumors against 

others, twisting Fathers words, destroying Father's foundation. You should see how it looked in the sp.w. 

It was a gloomy place of fear, accusations, distrust. I spent hours wondering in the spiritual realm where 

Hyung Jin and Kook Jin dwell. It was dark. People were afraid of each other. They were gathering only in 

groups united to accuse and persecute others. Such a contrast with the spiritual realm around True 

Mother. So much trust, love and mutual support was there. But everyone was focused and working hard 

for the restoration. The spirits were constantly coming and reporting how many other ancestors they have 

restored. 

 

It was clear, Hyung Jin was standing as a King for restoring the Middle Spirit world, while Mother was 

leading the restoration of our ancestors in the Paradise. I noticed that from Mother's realm people were 

observing Hyungjin's realm with great anticipation. In Hyungjin's realm however, people were busy with 

self-centered activities, to just keep them excited. Their level was still not enough matured, to be able to 

live for others and for the providence. That was the only way to keep them believing. It was God's and 

True Parent's love to give them Hyung Jin and Kook Jin. Yet the low spiritual level of those ancestors 

was keeping the spirit of HgJN and KJN imprisoned there with them. 

 

How it looks Spiritually 

 

I have the amazing ability to see ones lineage and what kind of spiritual influences are upon him. I can 

see how evil spirits work in the body of a person to subjugate his thoughts, feelings and actions. 

 

Looking spiritually, I could see 100 million historic resentful people doing returning resurrection through 

Sanctuary Church. TF is pushing that from the spirit world, because indemnity and resurrection have to 

happen as quickly as possible. 

 

God showed me 70 000 evil angelic leaders - masters of lying, tricking and misleading the human mind - 

working directly on Hyung Jin Nim. Yet, I could see that his lineage is clean, there is no personal base 

for that invasion. It's all for the purpose of some Cosmic level indemnity. Exactly as Father, Father 

foretold that will happen. 

 

Just few evil angels can easily manipulate a wick minded person. But why so many are mobilized and 

trapped in one pure child of God? These leading demonic angels control all the evil in the world. Yet 

now they are trapped in one person; doing everything to change his perception of reality; make his mind 

so blurred, even core principles are overpowered by the fixation on these trapped emotions. Their purpose 

is only one, "to destroy True Parents", by accusing Mother. 

 

Of course they full HgJN to believe he is doing something good. Hyungjin Teaches SC to JUDGE 

OTHERS. But looking at True Mother, responding with patience and love. I see the inspiration of God 

and the good spirit world. 

 

"God's lineage is now being restored on the basis of True Parents' hard course of indemnity conditions. 

True Parents' heart of filial piety moved the whole cosmos. We want.. to become mature children who 

give joy to our True Parents." Heung Jin Nim from the Spiritual World 

 

Our Body resonates with our Hearts and this resonance becomes physically manifested, influencing 

positively or negatively our environment. Our awareness of what resonance we bring into the 

environment could be the key to creating substantially CIG. Read: Spiritual Heart 

 

Human problem was, that negative energy, produced by the body (physical mind - brain thinking), 

surrounded and blocked our hearts, trapping us in internal hell - destroying relationships and blocking 

God. At this point in history people's Spiritual Heart is finally becoming liberated, based on True Parent's 

victory. Our spirit finally can mature to dominate the body. We live in the age of the benefit of 

CIG. Read: Resonance of Heart  

 

Spiritual Experience: The reality of Satan around us 

 

In 2014 TF mobilized the whole sp. w. to start working with the Earth. In 2015 that happened. At that 



 

 

time God asked me to allow Him, to open my sp. senses for 100 days. He showed me how painful the 

situation looks spiritually. DMN and some other Elder brothers and sisters from the sp.w. cam to teach 

me. I had to undergo the attacks of evil angels and manipulative spirits until I've learned to deal with 

them. 

 

It was a painful experience similar to the one DMN described, when she saw the stuck spirits in our 

bodies. There is a constant spiritual influence around us. I could see how evil spirits enter and talk trough 

people, change their mood into negative - to provoke misunderstandings, struggles, accusations and 

divisions. Some of the experiences were with Hyungjin. I saw him fighting the evil angels, being invaded 

again and again by them, yet trying his best to stand up... 

 

Than God showed me how tricky these evil angels were, how much they can twist persons mind and 

perception, to the point where unprinciple can seem principle, and vice verse. God show me how much 

they want to destroy our faith in True Parents. It was scary to see, how they block some parts of the 

memory, so reality and truth become shifted. 

 

Now, when I talk to SC members, I'm shocked how many of these fallen angels' believes have 

entered Sanctuary Church ideology.  Already few members, dealing with SC, compared their state 

with possession. 

 

Spiritual Mind Never Goes Resentful 

 

It's a basics spiritual law - "negative talk generates negative energy". I see Hyungjin's sermons are full 

with hate talk... Obviously this resentment is real in his heart. I can feel compassion... But he should be 

mature, to understand - that will only create hell, dragging in it all the SC clique. We live by the Physical 

Mind way, we end up in Hell. 

 

The spiritual mind always is connected to God's Heart. It always loves. It cannot even think of blaming. 

It takes all blame upon itself, for the sake of liberating God and humanity. That's why spirit. His brother 

Heung Jin Nim describes the position of True Parents seen from the spirit world. 

 

"The Coronation of God's Kingship was the fruit of 80 years of True Parents' victories.. On that day God 

and restored spirits wept for joy, as 6000 years of God's resentment was overcome." Heung Jin Nim 

from the Spiritual World 

 

Can our brain be aware of this spiritual view on True Parents? The nature of the physical mind, 

which cannot feel the heart of others is to judge externally. It feels no pain in hurting them with 

accusations. Under evil spirit influence, it always attacks exactly those God loves the most. These are the 

traits of a person abiding only by the physical mind. That's what SC is doing. 

 

Please remember, good spirit world will never give you resentful, negative views and feelings. Such 

things come only from the evil spirit world. If some members got negative with the time, that's because 

they gradually got invaded by resentful spirits. 

 

How I resolve such problems spiritually 

 

It's quite simple. Just learn how to liberate stress! It's physical energy - so easy to liberate.. Than your 

spirit feels so free.. not controlled by the physical mind .. and the body normally follows the mind - no 

conflict exists! And the most beautiful part; ... than you feel God with every cell of your Body. If the body 

is full with negative (stress) energy, physical mind will be incapable of following the spiritual mind. So 

God is cut off. The person is manipulated by stressful energies with the resonance of different heavy 

feelings. So he thinks negatively, he views everything negatively, he talks and acts in a negative way. 

 

You can't teach them in that state. First you have to get out this energy (trapped emotions) out of their 

bodies. Such people are like the Middle spirit world, "you feel like their restoration will take forever", Dr. 

Lee explains. Whatever you say, they reverse it against you - full with negativity and skepticism. Now 

you know why. Please study Dr. Lee's explanations and notice the similarities with SC attitude. 

 

But here is the trick. When I challenge them, I can observe any spiritual influence in their bodies. I see 

big groups of spirits working on the back, the heavy memories from painful experiences, or groups 

influencing the analytical part of the brain, the hearing or other senses. Evil spirits come and start taking 

over central control points in the body. 

 

It's important to know how evil spirits can do that? Automatically I sense the energy with that negative 

resonance; fears, tensions, bad relations, resentments.. stored in different parts of their bodies, from sins 

of past generations. That's the base. Manipulative spirits direct our ancestors with these problems and use 

them to dominate us with specific purpose - always against God. Everything is very organized. 

 



 

 

Unaware of the reason for these displeased emotions the earthly person accepts the negative whispering 

of these spirits as his own thoughts and conclusions. The spirits will make him judge externally, blaming 

the reasons for this feelings on someone or something outside. Accepting this the person gets invaded by 

the very same evil spirits who are the real cause of his suffering and resentment. So now he becomes their 

instrument, like is the most Sanctuarieans' case. They had bad experiences because of their bad ancestors, 

but they blamed it on the church. 

 

Speaking directly with such people, I can automatically point to them what parts of their bodies are the 

base of invasion, what thoughts and energies manipulate them and what the spirits actually aim through 

that. But at the same time I explain to the spirits. I find who and how dominates them. I can go spiritually 

through the whole chain of reactions.. seeing what made them resentful and how that put them under the 

control of those manipulative spirits. And of course, I find the Angels who control them and how they are 

structured on world level, to influence the same problems everywhere. 

 

Believe me, even if they don't want to cooperate with me.. I take them around and show them exactly 

what they do.. how they became instruments of Satan against their own descendants. Finally they have no 

choice but accept to go and be educated as absolutely good spirits. 

 

Don't get me wrong. What I do is simply 'Returning Resurrection'. I do it exactly as DP explains. I take 

their feelings on me and reverse, whatever feelings or powers they couldn't overcome. I learned this 

process long before DMN even went to the sp.w. But now with the support of all the liberated, Absolutely 

Good Ancestors and the whole Heavenly Government, we can liberate any evil spirits so fast. Just 

command it and it will be done. 

 

As I was trained in the spirit world, I could see one thing; Satan always wins. Why? He can repeat 

again and again the same situation until you fail under his dominion. The movie 'Age after Tomorrow' is 

giving you a hint on that and how it can be used on God's side to win over Satan. That's exactly what I 

had to achieve in my spiritual training, dealing directly with Satan, face to face. 

 

In fact watching any movie, I can see spiritually what kind of spirit world was guiding it behind, and 

what's their message to the spirits in our bodies or to our subconscious mind. 

 

Once you learn to liberate the body from all negative energies, the spirits become powerless to control 

the body any longer. You will find that we have complete control and mastery over them, even over 

angels. We really live in CIG. There is nothing to be pessimistic or negative about. Just open your 

sensitivity and you'll find that now we can freely communicate with God. I feel his heart constantly. Yet 

I'm a baby, learning how to respond to that, how to liberate him in each situation; learning to trust Him 

that any situation so easily can turn into victory, with His power. 

 

We should never violate the Heart, by being negative. We live in the age of CIG. Always see the 

spiritual perspective and live for others. It is the power of our hearts, that can changing the world 

and transform it towards the Ideal. 

 

 


